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Highfield Resources1,7   BUY 

HFR AU  
     
 

    Last: 

      
 

     A$0.98 

March 9, 2015  ▲ Target:   A$1.75 

  

What's Changed Old New

Rating BUY n.c.

Target A$0.94 A$1.75

Summary

Key asset: Muga  / SDP (Spain)

Potash resource (kt) 456Mt @ 11.2% K2O

Peak Potash Production (kt) 1,498

FD 1xNPV10% (US$m / A$/sh) 1290 / 4.93

Share Data

Shares (mm, basic/itm f.d.) 252 / 342

52-week high/low A$1.01 / A$0.35

3M avg daily vol (000) 190        

3M avg daily val (000) A$157

Mkt cap incl. perf. sh (m) A$257

Net cash (debt) (m) A$20

FD EV (m) 435

Projected return (%) 70%

FINANCIAL DATA

Year to Jun 2016E 2017E 2018E

Revenue (m) -         A$87.7 A$426

EBITDA (m) A$(16.4) A$41.2 A$264

Income (m) A$(20.9) A$30.4 A$187

EPS nm 0.09 0.57

CFPS nm 0.11 0.62

PER (x) nm nm nm

EV/EBITDA (x) -         13.8x 2.2x

All amounts in US dollars unless otherwise stated

Site visit: Muga and SDP support >2Mtpa potash, 

price target lifted and cheap at current price 

Muga 1Q15 DFS should impress: ~1.1Mtpa  

The Muga 2Q14 PFS outlined 860ktpa potash for US$308m capex, but 2014 

drilling lifted M&I resources 52% to 239Mt, leading to submission of a mining 

application for 800tph or ~1.1Mtpa potash. Lifting the run rate, increasing 

extraction to 80% with backfill and using the weaker euro lifts 1xNPV10% 

from US$538m to US$960m in our model, with GMPe capex of US$400m. 

Sierra del Perdon (SDP) to hit DCF with 1Q15 scoping: ~1.6Mtpa 

We previously modelled 422ktpa potash production for US$200m capex at 

SDP. We think there is potential to increase this to >500ktpa but leave our 

model unchanged. Our key point is that the scoping study should show 

investors the project is real, and enables basin-wide production of >1.5Mtpa. 

Muga drilling now puts 50% expansion on the table: ~2.1Mtpa 

With extension drill highlights of 10m @ 14.0% K2O from 253m, and a lift in  

extraction, the Muga resource supports a 16yr life even post a +50% 

expansion. We don’t model this, but for example the expansion would lift our 

NPV from US$960m to US$1.1bn, but more importantly sets a clear path to 

>2Mtpa production by 2020. 

Clear M&A target, but more value in build: >3Mtpa potential 

Beyond 2.1Mtpa above, Highfield controls the entire basin, with Pintano and 

Vipasca potentially supporting two more mines. EU peers ICL and K+S face 

declining assets, making Highfield a target in our view, but we see better 

value in mine build. For example, lower-margin peer Intrepid’s US$1.1bn EV is 

for 910ktpa (metric) sales, implying US$2.5bn for Highfield at 2.1Mtpa. 

Maintain BUY rating, lift PT from A$0.94/sh to A$1.75/sh 

Seeing the basin-wide potential on site, we think Highfield remains cheap 

despite the recent rally. We update our Muga NPV from US$538m to 

US$960m, and the SDP NPV from US$350m to US$389m on model roll 

forward and FX. Including the weaker AUD and EUR, we lift our 0.35xNAV8% 

target from A$0.94/sh to A$1.75/sh. We expect this NAV discount to dissipate 

through DFS and licencing, with 1xNAV10% at spot equal to A$4.95/sh. 
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Muga economics set to improve 

There are two key changes to look for in the DFS from the PFS, the mining rate and the mine life.  

Mining rate to lift to 1.1Mtpa per licence application: Highfield declared a mining rate of 800tph 

(twin 400tph declines) in its 4Q14 mining licence application. Assuming 88% availability, this 

equates to 6.1Mtpa. We use the diluted 12.3% grade supplied in the recent 1Q15 resource 

upgrade along with 256Mt inventory (potential for selective mining to lift this in the DFS) and 

conservatively lower recovery to 84% from 84.6% from the PFS. Reversing mass pull to drive a 

60% product gives steady state production of 1,075kt pa, a +25% lift from the PFS. Leaving euro 

input costs flat, but easing the EUR/USD rate from 1.33 to 1.10 (1.08 spot) lowers site cash costs 

from US$108/t to US$93/t – we leave this for now as we expect various other modifications to 

come into the DFS including lower freight costs now allocation at a closer port has been secured. 

GMPe reserve lifts by >80% post 1Q15 JORC upgrade: The PFS outlined 96Mt of material mined, 

a 60% extraction from a 154Mt resource. The recent M&I of 239Mt (below) and estimated mining 

inventory of 256Mt, clearly extend this. However, a second key advantage has become apparent 

– backfill with slurry pipelines is readily achievable given the dip of the resource, and allows two 

phased mining. We simplistically estimate that a first pass Christmas-tree patterned room and 

pillar arrangement could remove ~45% of material, followed backfill and mining of the residual 

pillars for a total extraction close to 80%. As such, even though we conservatively only model 

210Mt of reserve, 80% extraction enables 168Mt of removed material, an 80% lift on the PFS. 

Figure 1. 2015 resource at Muga and variance to previous 

 

Source: Highfield, GMP 

Maiden Sierra del Perdon (SDP) economics scheduled for 1Q15 scoping study 

In our opinion many investors give little value to the historic SDP mine as the resource is pre-

feasibility study. We think this will change in the coming weeks as the company remains on track 

to release a scoping study for that asset. We previously modelled 420ktpa from this smaller 

lower-grade resource (carnallite and sylvinite) – we see potential for this to lift to >500ktpa, but 

leave our model as-is until the scoping study is released, simply rolling forward a year to lift the 

NPV10% from US$350m to US$389m. While smaller than Muga, this project is real, readily 

accessible to mine (another dry basin, with existing underground development), and should have 

low capex (we currently model US$200m). 

Muga expansion potentially adds 50% or +0.55Mtpa 

After reviewing the 2014 drilling released on Muga, we now take the view that an extension to 

1.6Mtpa is readily achievable with a third decline. Firstly, we think this would access material we 

excluded in our own DCF of 210Mt against the 256Mt estimated as the mining inventory in the 

Muga (100%)
Tonnes 

(Mt)
K2O (%) KCl (%)

Insolubles 

(%)

Δ Tonnes 

(%)
Δ K2O (%) Δ KCl (%)

Δ Insolubles 

(%)

Measured 43 11.8 17.5 12.9 144% 4% -2% -4%

Indicated 197 11.2 16.7 15.5 41% -1% -7% 8%

Total M&I 239 11.3 16.8 15.1 52% 0% -7% 6%

Inferred 63 12.2 18.7 12.8 -43% 10% 6% -9%

Total Resource 302 11.5 17.2 14.6 13% 3% -3% 3%
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1Q15 JORC upgrade. Secondly is the physical location – below we show the drilling to date, and 

highlight in blue and purple text our own previously published estimate of broadly where the 

initial two declines will go.  

Figure 2. Drilling results to date including GMPe potential +50% expansion location 

 

Source: Highfield, GMP 

Two more mines thereafter offer potential for >3Mtpa  

Beyond Muga and SDP we see two other key development assets, Vipasca and Pintano. Vipasca, 

shown above as the westerly extension of Muga, looks to offer thick potash at similar grades to 

Muga, albeit dipping more steeply so the south. Similarly, Pintano, which is along strike to the SE 

from Muga, has an existing resource of 187Mt @ 11.2% K2O. In both cases the resources are 

deeper, extending to >900m depth, and would likely benefit from a shaft. Whilst not as 

immediately attractive as Muga and SDP, on a world-standard, the dry host sequence, existing 

infrastructure, and market proximity continue to make these some of the best undeveloped 

resources globally. As such, beyond 2020, we still see material upside. In our opinion, this should 

manifest itself immediately as a strategic premium for Highfield, who now substantially controls 

the entire basin in this region of Spain, a truly strategic land position. 

Right team to build 

We met with two recent senior management appointments Alfredo L. Menendez Diaz and 

Michael Schlumpberger. Mr Menendez Diaz has been appointed Executive General Manager 

Construction and has over 30 years’ experience including direct responsibility for construction, 

commissioning and operation of a number of mines in Spain such as the Aguas Tenidas 

underground copper-lead-zinc mine. Mr Schlumpberger has been appointed Executive General 

Manager Operations and again has over 30 years mining experience. This includes 21 years in 

various roles with PotashCorp, with specific experience as the GM of the 8Mtpa underground 
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Lanigan mine for over 3 years during which time he managed an expansion which increased 

production 50%. In our experience quality assets attract quality people so today’s appointments 

validate our view that Muga is a first class potash development asset. With the hire of first rate 

people with solid Spanish and underground potash development experience we think investors 

should be confident that Highfield is not only serious about taking Muga into production, but also 

that it has the skills to execute the project. 

Permitting progressing steadily 

The company submitted a mining licence application late last year. We went over the incredibly 

comprehensive document in detail on site, and to date the application appears to be progressing 

steadily with no objections raised. Public consultations are scheduled to take place mid-year, 

leaving the company on track for 4Q15 construction start. In our opinion, we see little to no risk 

of the permit not being granted, with endorsements and support from all impacted regions. This 

area of Spain is industrialised, and the mine benefits from having no open-pit, no uranium, no 

cyanide, and a limited tailings footprint given backfill. Bureaucracy and time is of course the 

critical hurdle – as such, we see every potential for a permit this year, but if a delay is 

experienced, we wouldn’t expect more than a quarter or two at the most. 

We visited the proposed site of the plant and declines (below) – the area is largely unpopulated, 

and is also not visible from the important Camino trail. This compares very well against a plethora 

of quarries in the region, which are largely major eyesores given the propensity to mine into 

hillsides.  

Figure 3. Site physiography near proposed plant / decline 

 

Source: GMP 

Catalysts 

 1Q15: Muga DFS 

 1Q15: SDP maiden JORC from historic data 

 2Q15: SDP scoping study 
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Source: GMP estimates 
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Disclosures 
The information contained in this report is drawn from sources believed to be reliable but the accuracy or completeness of the information is not 

guaranteed, nor in providing it do GMP Securities L.P., GMP Securities Europe LLP or GMP Securities Australia Pty Limited (collectively referred to as “GMP”) 

assume any responsibility or liability whatsoever. Information on which this report is based is available upon request. This report is not to be construed as a 

solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any securities. GMP and/or affiliated companies or persons may as principal or agent, buy and sell securities mentioned 

herein, including options, futures or other derivative instruments thereon. Griffiths McBurney Corp. (“GM Corp.”), an affiliate of GMP accepts responsibility 

for the contents of this research subject to the foregoing. U.S. clients wishing to effect transactions in any security referred to herein should do so through 

GM Corp.  GMP Securities L.P. will provide upon request a statement of its financial condition and a list of the names of its Directors and senior officers.  
 
Company-Specific Disclosures: 

1   GMP has, within the previous 12 months, provided paid investment banking services or acted as underwriter to the issuer.  

2   GMP is a market maker for the securities of the subject issuer.  

3   GMP owns 1% or more of this issuer’s securities. 

4   GMP Securities, LLC, an affiliate of GMP, discloses the following in relation to this issuer as required by the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority 

(“FINRA”) Rule 2711: as applicable.  

5   The analyst is related to an officer, director or advisory board member of the issuer, but that individual has no influence in the preparation of this report.  

6   The analyst has visited the operations of this issuer. The issuer and/or GMP clients paid all or a portion of the travel expenses associated with the 

analyst’s site visit to its operations. 

7   The analyst who prepared this report has viewed the operations of this issuer. 

8   The analyst who prepared this research report owns this issuer's securities. 
9   RESERVED 
10 RESERVED 

 

Each research analyst and associate research analyst who authored this document and whose name appears herein certifies that:  

(1) the recommendations and opinions expressed in the research report accurately reflect their personal views about any and all of the securities or issuers 

discussed herein that are within their coverage universe; and (2) no part of their compensation was, is or will be, directly or indirectly, related to the 

provision of specific recommendations or views expressed herein. 

 

GMP Analysts are not registered and/or qualified as research analysts with the FINRA and/or the New York Stock Exchange and may not be associated 

persons of GMP Securities, LLC and therefore may not be subject to FINRA Rule 2711 restrictions on communications with a subject company, public 

appearances and trading securities held by a research analyst account as defined by FINRA but are subject to the applicable regulatory rules as mentioned in 

the next paragraph.  
 

All relevant disclosures required by regulatory rules (including The Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada, Financial Conduct Authority 

and Australian Securities & Investments Commission), GMP’s recommendation statistics and research dissemination policies can be obtained at 

www.gmpsecurities.com or by calling the relevant GMP office’s Compliance Department.  

GMP Analysts are compensated competitively based on several criteria.  The Analyst compensation pool is comprised of several revenue sources, including 

secondary trading commissions, new issue commissions, investment banking fees, and directed payments from institutional clients.  GMP prohibits any 

director, officer or employee of GMP from holding any office in publicly traded companies or any office in private companies in the financial services 

industry.  
 

The GMP research recommendation structure consists of the following ratings:  

 

Buy: A Buy rating reflects 1) bullish conviction on the part of the analyst; and 2) typically a 15% or greater return to target.  

 

Speculative Buy: A Speculative Buy rating reflects 1) bullish conviction on the part of the analyst accompanied by a substantially higher than normal risk, 

including the possibility of a binary outcome; and 2) typically a 30% or greater return to target.  
 

Hold: A Hold rating reflects 1) a lack of bullish or bearish conviction on the part of the analyst; and 2) typically a return of 0 to 20%.  

 

Reduce: A Reduce rating reflects 1) bearish conviction on the part of the analyst; and 2) typically a 5% or lower return to target.  

 

Tender: Clients are advised to tender their shares to a takeover bid or similar offer.  
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Country-Specific Disclaimers: 
 
Australia: GMP Securities Australia Pty Limited (“GMP Australia”). ACN 149 263 543; Australian Financial Services License No: 403684. Level 9, 190 St. 
Georges Tce, Perth, WA, Australia 6000 Tel + (618) 6141 6300 Fax + (618) 9226 1370. 
 
Any advice contained in this document has been prepared without taking into account your objectives, financial situation or needs. Before acting on any 
advice in this document, GMP Australia recommends that you consider whether the advice is appropriate for your circumstances. GMP Australia 
recommends that you obtain and consider the relevant “Product Disclosure Statement” or other disclosure documents before making any decision about a 
product including whether to acquire or to continue to hold it. 
 
Canada: GMP Securities L.P. is a member of the Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada and a participant of the TSX, TSX Venture and the 
Montreal Exchange. It is registered with all the provincial self-regulatory authorities of Canada. 145 King Street West, Suite 300 Toronto, Ontario M5H 1J8 
Tel: (416) 367-8600 Fax: (416) 943-6134. 
 
United Kingdom: GMP Securities Europe LLP is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and is a member of the London Stock Exchange. 
5 Stratton Street, London W1S 4GA Tel 0044 20 7647 2800 Fax 0044 20 7647 2801. 
This information is issued for the benefit of persons who qualify as eligible counterparties or professional clients and should be made available only to such 
persons and is exempt from the restriction on financial promotion in s21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 in reliance on provision in the 
Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 particularly Article 19(5) for Investment Professionals and Article 49(2) for 
entities of prescribed net worth.  
Other countries: circulation of this report may be restricted by laws and regulations in other countries and persons in receipt of this document must 
satisfy any relevant legal requirements in that country.  
 
© GMP. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part without permission is prohibited. 

 
 
 

 


